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Retroactive Quantum Jumps in a Strongly Coupled Atom-Field System
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We investigate a novel type of conditional dynamic that occurs in the strongly driven Jaynes-
Cummings system with dissipation. Extending the work of Alsing and Carmichael [Quantum Opt.3,
13 (1991)], we present a combined numerical and analytic study of the stochastic master equation
that describes the system’s conditional evolution when the cavity output is continuously observed via
homodyne detection, but atomic spontaneous emission is not monitored at all. We find that quantum
jumps of the atomic state are induced by its dynamical coupling to the optical field, in orderretroactively
to justify atypical fluctuations occurring in the homodyne photocurrent. [S0031-9007(98)07672-8]

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 03.65.Bz, 42.50.Lc
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Quantum trajectory theories [1–4] have proven to be
paramount importance in contemporary quantum opti
This is largely because they provide powerful comput
tional tools for predicting the correlation functions an
optical spectra of systems with many active degrees
freedom. However, quantum trajectories have recen
begun to play an equally important role as the essen
theoretical basis for describingconditional evolutionof
continuously observed open quantum systems.

In this Letter, we use the stochastic master equati
(SME) formalism developed in Ref. [2] to reveal a new
type of conditional-dynamical phenomenon that occurs
a strongly coupled open quantum system underpartial
observation. We call this phenomenonretroactive quan-
tum jumps. We believe that this work represents the firs
use of a measurement-based SME in analyzing a dyna
cal behavior specific to partially observed systems. O
analysis also illustrates the utility of more traditional ap
proaches, in particular, the use of the Glauber-Sudarsh
Psad function [5], in deriving simplified conditional evo-
lution equations that retain all of the essential features
a system’s quantum dissipative dynamics.

The particular physical system we have studied is t
driven Jaynes-Cummings model [6] with dissipation [1
This consists of a two-level atom resonantly coupled to
resonantly driven cavity mode. The two output channe
for this system are atomic spontaneous emission in
noncavity optical modes (at an overall rate of2g'), and
leakage of photons from the cavity mode through a
output-coupling mirror (at rate2k). We focus on the
strong atom-cavity coupling limitg * k, g', and also
assume a strong driving fieldE . The optical input-output
relations for an atom-cavity system of this type have be
experimentally investigated in Refs. [7,8].

In a frame rotating at the driving laser frequency, th
unconditional master equation is

Ùr  fgsays 2 syad 2 iE y, rg 1 2kD fagr

1 2g'D fsgr . (1)
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Here, for arbitrary operatorsA andB, D fAgB  AyBA 2
1
2 hAyA, Bj; y ; 2ia 1 iay is the phase quadrature of the
field (so thatx ; a 1 ay is the amplitude quadrature);
ands  jgl kej is the lowering operator for the atom.

A lot of insight can be gained into this problem
by considering the corresponding classical equations
motion [9]. This is done by using the master equation (
to calculate the time derivatives of the variables,

a  kal, s  ksl, w  kszl  kfsy, sgl ,
(2)

then factorizing all field-atom operator products. If w
ignore spontaneous emission by settingg'  0, we find
that the atom will remain in a pure state withw2 1

4jsj2  1. Then for 2E . g this system has just two
fixed points [9]:

afix
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E 1 gsfix
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sfix
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g

4E

∂2∏1y2

,
(3)

with wfix  0. That is, the phase of the field is correlate
with the state of the atom (which is fully polarized).

In the high driving limit E ¿ g (which can be quite
realistic), these expressions simplify and the two fixe
points correspond to orthogonal quantum states:

jcfix
6 l  jafix

6 l j6l ; jafix
6 l221y2fjgl 7 ijelg , (4)

wherejafix
6 l is the coherent state with amplitude

afix
6  E yk 7 isgy2kd ; ā 7 isgy2kd . (5)

The purity of the atomic state is not preserved if w
put back spontaneous emission. Nevertheless, ifg' is
small, then the density operator will tend towards an equ
mixture of the two statesjcfix

6 l [9]. We have confirmed
this by numerically finding the stationary solution o
Eq. (1), which has a bimodalQsad function as shown in
Fig. 1.

Our aim is to elucidate the quantum dissipative dynam
ics that generate this bimodal distribution, in particula
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Steady-stateQsad function for the master equation
(1), with parameters as in Fig. 2.

the formal mechanisms that enforce correlations betwe
atomic state and optical phase when the system is s
jected to partial (but continuous) observation.

To achieve this aim, we first simplify Eq. (1) using a
method related to that of Ref. [9]. We first transform t
an interaction picture with respect to the Hamiltonian

H0  igāss 2 syd ; isVy2d ss 2 syd . (6)

In this picturesstd  s2iy2d sme2iVt 1 mz 2 myeiVtd,
wherem  j2l k1j andmz  fmy, mg. Then, assuming
that V is much greater than the characteristic rates
atomic evolutiong, g, g2yk, we can make a rotating wave
approximation for frequencyV to derive

Ùr  2ifE y 1 sgy2dmzx, rg 1 2kD fagr

1 sg'y2d hD fmg 1 D fmzg 1 D fmygjr . (7)

Here the atomic spontaneous emission has been split i
three decay channels corresponding, respectively, to
upper, middle, and lower peaks of the Mollow triplet.

Alsing and Carmichael, who derived a master equatio
similar to Eq. (7), showed that a quantum trajector
unraveling based on detecting the three different phot
frequencies would force the coupled atom-field state in
a pure state of the formj6l jal [9]. Here the coherent
amplitudea of the field evolves smoothly between jump
that change the atomistic state. Between jumps the fie
state is attracted to the fixed pointafix

6 corresponding to
the current atomic statej6l. If g' ø k, then on a long
time scale these are occupied with equal probability.

While the unraveling based on observation of atom
decays provides an intuitive picture of the dynamics, hig
efficiency frequency-resolved monitoring of atomic fluo
rescence is not yet experimentally feasible. Given th
strong correlation between atomic state and optical pha
however, it should be possible to observe state-chang
atomic decays “indirectly” via homodyne monitoring o
the phase quadrature of the cavity output. This would
much easier to implement in the laboratory. One wou
expect to see bistability of the field with valuesafix

6 ,
with stochastic switching induced (according to the intu
itive picture outlined above) by atomic spontaneous em
sion. But, from a theoretical perspective, we must a
how jumplike behavior could emerge from the evolutio
equations for a situation in which no counting or pro
jective measurements are assumed to be made [10].
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what sense should we be able to associate observed p
switching events with “actual” atomic decays?

From the theory of Ref. [2], homodyne monitoring
the cavity output can be modeled by adding to the ma
equation the following nonlinear, stochastic term:

Ùrmeas  i
p

2kh jstd har 2 ray 2 Trfrsa 2 aydgrj .
(8)

Here the efficiency of the measurement ish, and jstd
represents Gaussian white noise, to be interpreted in
Itô sense [5]. The measured homodyne photocurrent

Ihomstd  2h Trfrstdyg 1
p

2kh jstd . (9)

Simulations of the phase-quadrature homodyne ph
current, using the full master equation (1) with Eq. (
added, were done usingsg, k, g'd  s120, 40, 2.6d MHz
(where MHz; 106 s21). These parameters correspo
to the recent experiment by Hoodet al. [8]. We assume
perfect detectionsh  1d and setsE ykd2  20. This is
an intensive numerical problem [11], so the simulatio
were performed using a parallelC++/MPI code running
on (typically) 64 nodes of an SGI/Cray Origin-200
supercomputer. As is clear from Fig. 2, the simulat
homodyne photocurrent is attracted to the values62g, as
expected from Eqs. (5) and (9). There is some diffus
noise, and stochastic switches occur at random interva

From the simulations, the average rate of switching
g'y2, in agreement with the picture of atomic jumps
Ref. [9]. Moreover, the atomic state closely follows th
homodyne photocurrent, jumping almost simultaneou
with each phase-switching event (see Fig. 3). It must
remembered thatthere are no explicit jump termsin the
SME that we have integrated, as we assume no monito
of the atomic fluorescence. Instead, the diffusive no
termjstd, which arises from the shot-noise fluctuations
the homodyne local oscillator amplitude, must someh
conspire with the system’s intrinsic dynamics to produ
jumplike behavior at a rate determined by the spontane
emission parameterg'.

In order to understand this “conspiracy” we attem
to solve the simplified master equation (7) with t

FIG. 2. Simulation of the master equation (1) with th
stochastic term, Eq. (8), added (see text for parameters).
conditionalk yl; (b) homodyne photocurrent as in Eq. (9).
4621
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FIG. 3. A close-up of the simulation in Fig. 2 showing (a) a
switching event in the conditional mean ofy, (b) the corre-
sponding jump in atomic state, and (c) the low-pass filtere
noise sequencejstd. Note the anomalous positively biased
part of the sequence (with a “spike” att ø 1.39) that cause
the jump.

homodyne measurement term (8) added. We use
following ansatz for the coupled atom-field state:

r 
X

a6

jal kaj ≠
Z

dy Pas yd jā 1 iyy2l kā 1 iyy2j ,

(10)

where the field states are coherent states, so thatPs yd
is really the Glauber-SudarshanPsad function on a line.
Substituting this into Eq. (7) yields

ÙP6s yd 

"
≠

≠y
s6g 1 kyd 1

p
2kh jstd s y 2 k yld

#
3 P6s yd

1 sg'y2d f2P6s yd 1 P7s ydg . (11)

There is an implicit coupling between the two distribu
tions in the measurement terms because

k yl 
X

a6

Z
dy yPas yd 

X
a6

pak yla , (12)

wherepa 
R

dy Pas yd  Trfr j al kajg.
The effect of the first term in Eq. (11) is to drive

the field towards the semiclassical fixed pointyfix
6 

7gyk, as in Eq. (5). The second (measurement) ter
tries to localize the distribution at the current mea
k yl. The final (spontaneous emission) term drives th
system to wards an equal mixture of the two atom
states by locally transferring probability betweenP1 and
P2 at each pointy. It is the tension between these
three processes (correlation of atomic state with fie
phase, localization of the field phase, and destructi
of correlations) which gives rise to the discrete switch
ing events between bistable fixed points. The dynam
ics of Eq. (11) is simulated in Fig. 4 with the same
parameter values used with the full SME. Note tha
4622
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FIG. 4. (a) Simulation of the simplified Eq. (11) with parame-
ters as in Fig. 2, (b) scaling of1yEf1ySg with gyk fixed
[h  1, g'  1.3 MHz ssd and 0.65 MHzs3d].

these simulations were computationally far less deman
ing than those of the full SME. The plots in the figure
could easily be generated on a personal computer [1
We find little difference between the simulated photo
currents of Eq. (11) and the full SME [14].

We can now use the simplified dynamics of Eq. (11) t
understand how homodyne detection can cause quant
jumps. The probability for the atom to be in the uppe
statej1l is p1 

R
dy P1s yd. From Eq. (11) this obeys

Ùp1 
p

2kh jstd sp1 2 p2
1dDy 2 g'sp1 2

1
2 d , (13)

whereDy ; k yl1 2 k yl2. Consider the initial condition
jcl  jcfix

1 l. The damping of the atom (which drives
p1 towards its unconditioned equilibrium value of1

2 )
immediately produces a small componentp2. The field
associated with this component will drift towards positive
values ofy. ThusDy is negative. Sayjstd then happens
to be generally greater than zero over some short tim
interval. Since0 # pu # 1, it follows that p1 2 p2

1 $

0. Thus the effect of a positivejstd on p1 is to decrease
it by transferring population to statej2l.

This implication of Eq. (13) may be understood as
follows. A sustained positive trend injstd indicates
a significant positive photocurrent fluctuation, such a
could also take place if they quadrature of the field
were actually increasing. Such an increase iny could
be caused by a quantum jump of the atom into th
j2l state, but would otherwise be unlikely to occur
The stochastic master equation agrees with this line
reasoning, but reverses the causality so that occasio
randomly occurring biases in the photocurrent noisejstd
actually cause the atom to change its state, as if the
jumps are induced retroactively to justify the atypica
photocurrent fluctuations. Returning to our example
note that if jstd tends to stay below zero (or fluctuates
symmetrically about zero) thenp2 will be suppressed,y
will stay close to the fixed point, and the atom will not
have any “reason” to change its state. This mechanis
for the generation of “retroactive” quantum jumps is
confirmed by simulations of the full SME, as in Fig. 3.
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A quantitative test of our analysis can be made b
considering the nonnegative entropylike variable,

S  p1 2 p2
1 , (14)

which is zero when the atom is in a pure state and1
4 when

it is in a completely mixed state. From Eq. (13) we ca
derive the following using Itô calculus:

≠

≠t
Eflog Sg  khEfs2S 2 1dD2

yg 1 g'E

∑
1 2 4S

2S

∏
.

(15)

Here E denotes expectation value with respect to th
stochasticity in the measurement term (8), as opposed
the quantum expectation values which are denoted as,
example,k yl1. Now since we expectS to be generally
small we can ignore it compared to unity. Taking th
stationary solution of this equation then gives

g'Ef1ys2Sdg  khEfD2
yg . (16)

To estimateEfD2
yg, we use the fact that the system

stays close tojcfix
6 l most of the time. Suppose it starts

in state jcfix
1 l so that y1  yfix

1  2gyk. Then the
spontaneous emission generates probability at a rateg'y2
for the atom to be in the statej2l. The associated field
y2 will drift towards yfix

2 and for short timest ø k

can be approximated byy2std  2gyk 1 2gt. This
will persist only until the photocurrent signal it would
have generated can be distinguished reliably from t
photocurrent signal generated by the fieldy1  yfix

1 . The
integrated difference between the two signals over a tim
t is, from Eq. (9),

p
kht. According to our explanation

for the retroactive quantum jumps, the atom must deci
which state to be in at the timet such that the signal
and noise are comparable,t , skhg2d21y3. It will then
(most likely) decide to remain in statej1l, and the
process “repeats” (it is actually continuous). The avera
of s y1 2 y2d2 up to time t is easily evaluated to be
,sgykhd2y3. Substituting this into Eq. (16) gives

1
EfS21g

,
g'

2g2y3skhd1y3 . (17)

This formula is valid for gh1y2 * k and g' ø
g2y3skhd1y3.

The scaling of1yEf1ySg with the dynamical parameters
of the system was tested using simulations of Eq. (1
The results, shown in Fig. 3b, are in excellent agreeme
with the prediction within its regime of validity. It is
interesting that the atomic entropy,1yEfS21g increases
very slowly s,h21y3d with decreasing homodyne detec
tion efficiencyh. By contrast, detecting the atom’s fluo
rescence as in Ref. [9] would give an entropy,1 2 h.

These results demonstrate that we do understand h
the “quantum diffusion” caused by homodyne monitorin
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of the cavity can induce “quantum jumps” of the (unmoni
tored) atom. It should be noted that the master equ
tion for radiative decay doesnot imply that the atoms
has any intrinsic preference to undergo jumplike beha
ior. As discussed in Ref. [15], for example, homodyn
monitoring of the atom’s fluorescence would cause it t
undergo diffusive evolution. The atomic jumps we hav
investigated above are truly adynamicalconsequence of
the strong correlation between the atomic state and t
phase of the intracavity field, which itself stems from
the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. There is no reas
to believe that retroactive quantum jumps are unique
this particular system. We expect that using the stocha
tic master equation technique to investigate partially o
served, strongly coupled quantum systems will turn u
many other examples of this new phenomenon.
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